
A fresh and dynamic social network for
all creators of original content!

swame.com



How does it work?What is Swame ?

Swame is a social platform where you can monetize your content
(photos and videos) either by subscription or per item!

You also have the possibility to offer private shows, receive gifts and more
generally to build your community!

Swame accepts all original content creators without stigmatization: we
make sure that the Public Flow is a safe place without shocking or sexual
images.

But once you subscribe to a Swamer in public or private, you are likely to
see photos or videos of nude models that are forbidden to viewers under
the age of 18.

While we encourage all types of content, we also allow sex workers to
build their community on our platform, that's why Swame is strictly
forbidden to minors!

If you’re a visitor, just take a tour.

You have a public page / profile / timeline (called flow) where the content is totally free: it's a social
network like Twitter or Facebook, share your photos, your videos,your moods and make friends!

Unlike other social networks, you can support the creators of original content by subscribing to
their private flow, by buying their media by the unit or even by giving them gifts. It's up to you!



How do we make money with Swame ?

If you want to make money, you're going to
become... a Swamer ! Sign up for the program
from your account.

Swame provides tools to monetize your content:

• A private flow that only your subscribers will be able
to see (set a monthly price, a temporary promotion and even a
trial offer). Upload content regularly and build a strong community!

• A premium space where you can post exclusive content which you can
choose to include or exclude in your private flow. Here consumers are
charged per item. Choose a unique price and promote it.

• Private shows that you can offer for an hourly fee - if you’re comfortable
with it. You can update your schedule and decide your fee.

• And a lot of other things: wishlists, tips, private content exchange etc...

As an incentive, Swamers can keep 80% of the revenue generated by them.
This revenue will be paid directly to your bank account, free of any additional fee.

Revenues that will be directly paid to your bank account,
free of any exchange fees.

All the additional processing and operational expenses will be taken care of by us.

And as a bonus, we have set up a special sponsorship program!
If a Swamer registers with your link, you receive an amount
equivalent to 10% of their earnings for life and can keep
100% of the revenue generated during 3 months !

And this 10% is not taken from your goddaughter’s
income, but from Swame’ commission funds.

Some of our Swamer already reach more than
10,000 euros monthly! Phenomenal!
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